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What’s BPEL
 BPEL is Business Process Execution Language
 or Web Services Business Process Execution Language
 A Business process modeling language
 A Process is a composite of web services
 a package of web services

 programming in the large



 block-structured 
(e.g. sequence, while, pick, scope, etc.)
 BPEL builds on the foundation of XML and Web 

services
 XML-based language
 standardize enterprise application integration



How to build a Business Process
 specifies the exact order in which participating Web 

services should be invoked, either sequentially or in 
parallel

 Structs: Conditional, Loops
 Define a complex business process by combining all 

these structs



How it works
 business process receives a request
 Invoke web services
 Respond to the caller



Activities in BPEL
 <invoke> invoking other Web services
 <receive> waiting for the client to invoke the business 

process by sending a message
 <reply> generating a response for synchronous 

operations
 <assign> manipulating data variables
 <throw> indicating faults and exceptions
 <wait> waiting for some time
 <terminate> terminating the entire process



Structure Activities
 <sequence> allows us definition of a set of activities 

that will be invoked in an ordered sequence
think about “{}”

 <flow> defines a set of activities that will be invoked 
in parallel

 <switch> implements branches
“if… else…” or “switch… case…”

 <while> defines loops
“for…”, “do… while” or “while”

 <pick> selects one of several alternative paths





Develop
 Inventory the Involved Web Services
 Define WSDL for the BPEL Process
 Define Partner Link Types
 Create the Business Process
 Deploy and Test



Robustness
 Fault Handling and Signaling

Benefits
 reducing the cost and complexity of process 

integration



Oracle BPEL
 Oracle BPEL Process Manager

Oracle BPEL Process Manager offers a comprehensive 
and easy-to-use infrastructure for creating, deploying 
and managing BPEL business processes. 

 http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/ias/bpel
/index.html

 Jdeveloper 10.1.3.4
 http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/product

s/jdev/index.html
 Eclipse? Netbeans?







Demo



Useful Resource
 BPEL Cookbook
 http://www.oracle.com/technology/pub/articles/bpel

_cookbook/index.html


